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ANALOG COMPUTING IN A MODERN
CONTEXT: A LINEAR ALGEBRA

ACCELERATOR CASE STUDY
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................

THIS ARTICLE PRESENTS A PROGRAMMABLE ANALOG ACCELERATOR FOR SOLVING

SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. THE AUTHORS COMPENSATE FOR COMMONLY PERCEIVED

DOWNSIDES OF ANALOG COMPUTING. THEY COMPARE THE ANALOG SOLVER’S

PERFORMANCE AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION AGAINST AN EFFICIENT DIGITAL ALGORITHM

RUNNING ON A GENERAL-PURPOSE PROCESSOR. FINALLY, THEY CONCLUDE THAT PROBLEM

CLASSES OUTSIDE OF SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS COULD HOLD MORE PROMISE FOR

ANALOG ACCELERATION.

......As we approach the limits of sili-
con scaling, it behooves us to reexamine fun-
damental assumptions of modern computing,
even well-served ones, to see if they are hin-
dering performance and efficiency. An analog
accelerator discussed in this article breaks
two fundamental assumptions in modern
computing: in contrast to using digital binary
numbers, an analog accelerator encodes num-
bers using the full range of circuit voltage and
current. Furthermore, in contrast to operating
step by step on clocked hardware, an analog
accelerator updates its values continuously.
These different hardware assumptions can
provide substantial gains but would need
different abstractions and cross-layer optimi-
zations to support various modern workloads.
We draw inspiration from an immense
amount of prior work in analog electronic

computing (see the sidebar, “Related Work in
Analog Computing”).

To support modern workloads in the digital
era, we observed that modern scientific com-
puting and big data problems are converted to
linear algebra problems. To maximize analog
acceleration’s usefulness, we explored whether
analog accelerators are effective at solving
systems of linear equations, the single most
important numerical primitive in continuous
mathematics.

For readers not familiar with linear alge-
bra, systems of linear equations are often
solved using iterative numerical linear algebra
methods, which start with an initial guess for
the entire solution vector and update the sol-
ution vector over iterations of the algorithm,
each step further minimizing the difference
between the guess and the correct solution.1
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Efficient iterative methods such as the conju-
gate gradient method are increasingly impor-
tant because intermediate guess vectors are a
good approximation of the correct solution.

In discrete-time-iterative linear algebra
algorithms, the solution vector changes in
steps, and each step is characterized by a step
size. The step size affects the algorithm’s effi-
ciency and requires many processor cycles to
calculate. In the conjugate gradient method,
for example, the step size is calculated from
previous step sizes and the gradient magni-
tude, and this calculation takes up half of the
multiplication operations in each conjugate
gradient step.

In an analog accelerator, systems of linear
equations can also be thought of as solved
via an iterative algorithm, with an important
distinction that the guess vector is updated
using infinitesimally small steps, over infin-

itely many iterations. This continuous trajec-
tory from the original guess vector to the
correct solution is an ordinary differential
equation (ODE), which states that the change
in a set of variables is a function of the varia-
bles’ present value. We can naturally solve
ODEs using an analog accelerator.

We give an example of an analog accelera-
tor solving an ODE that in turn solves a
system of linear equations. At the analog
accelerator’s heart are integrators, which con-
tain the present guess of the solution vector
represented as an analog signal evolving as a
function of time (see Figure 1). We perform
operations on this solution vector by feeding
the vector through multiplier and summation
units. Digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
provide constant coefficients and biases.
Using these function units, we create a lin-
ear function of the solution vector, which is

Related Work in Analog Computing
Analog computers of the mid-20th century were widely used to

solve scientific computing problems, described as ordinary differ-

ential equations (ODEs). Analog computers would solve those

ODEs by setting up analog electronic circuits, whose time-depend-

ent voltage and current were described by corresponding ODEs.

The analog computers therefore were computational analogies of

physical models.

Our group revisited this model of analog computing for solving

nonlinear ODEs, which frequently appear in cyber-physical sys-

tems workloads, with higher performance and efficiency com-

pared to digital systems.1,2 The analog, continuous-time output of

analog computing is especially suited for embedded systems

applications in which sensor inputs are analog and actuators can

use such results directly. The question for this article is whether

analog acceleration can help conventional workloads in which

inputs and outputs are digital.

Modern scientific computation and big data workloads are

phrased as linear algebra problems. In this article, our analog

accelerator solves an ODE that does steepest descent, in turn

solving a linear algebra problem. Such a solving method belongs

to a broad class of ODEs that can solve other numerical problems,

including nonlinear systems of equations.3,4 These ODEs point to

other ways analog accelerators can support modern workloads.

We draw a distinction between our approach to analog accel-

eration and that of using analog circuits to build neural net-

works.5,6 Most importantly, we do not use training to get a

network topology and weights that solve a given problem. No

prior knowledge of the solution or training set of solutions is

required. The analog acceleration technique presented in this

article is a procedural approach to solving problems: there is a

predefined way to convert a system of linear equations under

study into an analog accelerator configuration.
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fed back to the inputs of the integrators. In
this fully formed circuit, the solution vector’s
time derivative is a linear function of the sol-
ution vector itself.

The integrators are charged to an initial
condition representing the iterative method’s
initial guess. The accelerator starts computa-
tion by releasing the integrator, allowing its
output to deviate from its initial value. The
variables contained in the integrators con-
verge on the correct solution vector that satis-
fies the system of linear equations. When the
analog variables are steady, we sample them
using analog-to-digital converters (ADCs).

These techniques were used in early ana-
log computers2–4 and have recently been
explored in small-scale experiments with ana-
log computation.5,6

Analog Linear Algebra Advantages
Solving linear algebra problems using ODEs
on an analog accelerator has several potential
advantages compared to using a discrete-
time algorithm on a digital general-purpose
or special-purpose system.

Explicit Data-Graph Execution Architecture
The analog accelerator uses an explicit data-
flow graph in which the sequence of opera-
tions on data is realized by connecting
functional units end to end. During compu-
tation, analog signals representing intermedi-
ate results flow from one unit to the next, so
there are no overheads in fetching and decod-
ing instructions, and there are no accesses to
digital memory. The former is a benefit of
digital accelerators, too, but the latter is a
unique benefit of the analog computational
model.

Continuous Time Speed
The analog accelerator hardware and algo-
rithm both operate in continuous time. The
values contained in the integrators are contin-
uously being updated, and the update rate is
not limited by a finite clock frequency, which
is the limiting factor in discrete-time hard-
ware. Furthermore, a continuous-time ODE
solution has no concern about the correct
step size to take to update the solution vec-
tor, in contrast to discrete-time iterative algo-
rithms, in which computing the correct step
size represents most operations needed per
algorithm iteration. In these regards, the
analog accelerator is potentially faster than
discrete-time architectures. Finally, no power-
hungry clock signal is needed to synchronize
operations.

Continuous Value Efficiency
The analog accelerator solves the system of
linear equations using real numbers encoded
in voltage and current, so each wire can rep-
resent the full range of values in the analog
accelerator. In contrast, changing the value of
a digital binary number affects many bits:
sweeping an 8-bit unsigned integer from 0 to
255 needs 502 binary inversions, whereas a
more economical Gray encoding still needs
255 inversions. Furthermore, multiplication,
addition, and integration are all comparatively
straightforward on analog variables compared
to digital ones. This contrasts with floating-
point arithmetic, in which the logarithmically
encoded exponent portion of digital floating-
point variables makes it complicated to add
and subtract variables. In these regards, analog
encoding is potentially more efficient than
digital, binary encodings.
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Figure 1. Schematic of an analog

accelerator for solving Ax 5 b, a linear

system of two equations with two

unknown variables. Matrix A is a known

matrix of coefficients realized using

multipliers; x is an unknown vector

contained in integrators; b is a known vector

of biases generated by digital-to-analog

converters (DACs). Signals are encoded as

analog current and are copied using current

mirror fan-out blocks. The solver converges

if matrix A is positive definite, which is

usually true for the problems we discuss.
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Analog Accelerator Architecture
The analog accelerator acts as a peripheral to
a digital host processor. The analog accelera-
tor interface accepts an accelerator configura-
tion, which entails the connectivity between
function units, multiplier gains, DAC con-
stants, and integrator initial conditions.
Additionally, the interface allows calibration,
computation control, and reading of output
values, and reporting exceptions. Table 1
summarizes the analog accelerator’s essential
system calls and corresponding instructions.

Analog Accelerator Physical Prototype
We tested analog acceleration for linear alge-
bra using a prototype reconfigurable analog
accelerator silicon chip implemented in
65-nm CMOS technology (see Figures 2
and 3). The accelerator comprises four inte-
grators, plus accompanying DACs, multi-
pliers, and ADCs connected using crossbar
switches. In our analog accelerator, electrical

currents represent variables. Fan-out cur-
rent mirrors allow the analog circuit to copy
variables by replicating values onto different
branches. To sum variables, currents are added
together by joining branches. Eight multi-
pliers allow variable-variable and constant-
variable multiplication.

The physical prototype validates the ana-
log circuits’ functionality and allows physical
measurement of component area and energy.
Additionally, the chip allows rapid prototyp-
ing of accelerator algorithms.

Using physical timing, power, and area
measurements recorded by Ning Guo and
colleagues7 and summarized in Table 2, we
built a model that predicts the properties of
larger-scale analog accelerators. In Table 2,
“analog core power” and “analog core area”
show the power and area of each block that
forms the analog signal path. The noncore
transistors and nets not involved in analog
computation include calibration and testing
circuits and registers. The core area and power

Table 1. Analog accelerator instruction set architecture.

Instruction type Instruction Parameters Instruction effect

Control Initialize — Find input and output offset and gain calibration

settings for all function units.

Configuration Set connection Source, destination Set a crossbar switch to create an analog current

connection between two analog interfaces.

Configuration Set initial condition Pointer to an integrator, initial

condition value

Charge integrator capacitors to have ODE initial

condition value.

Configuration Set multiplier gain Pointer to a multiplier, gain value Amplify values by constant coefficient gain.

Configuration Set constant offset Pointer to a DAC, offset value Add a constant bias to values.

Configuration Set timeout time Number of digital controller

clock cycles

Stop analog computation after specified time

once started.

Configuration Configuration commit — Finish configuration and write any new changes

to chip registers.

Control Execution start — Start analog computation by letting integrators

deviate from initial conditions.

Control Execution stop — Stop analog computation by holding integrators

at their present value.

Data input Enable analog input Pointer to chip analog input

channel

Open chip analog input channel, allowing multi-

ple chips to participate in computation.

Data output Read analog value Pointer to an ADC, memory

location to store result

Read analog computation results from ADCs and

store values.

Exception Read exceptions Memory location to store result Read the exception vector indicating whether

analog units exceeded their valid range....................................................................................................................................

*ADC: analog-to-digital converter; DAC: digital-to-analog converter; ODE: ordinary differential equation.
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scale up and down for different analog band-
width designs. We explore how different
bandwidth choices influence analog accel-
erator performance and efficiency.

Mitigation of Analog Linear Algebra
Disadvantages
We encountered several drawbacks of analog
computing, including limited accuracy, pre-
cision, and scalability. We tackled each of
these problems in the context of solving
linear algebra, although the techniques we dis-
cuss apply to other styles of analog computer
architecture.

Improve Accuracy Using Calibration and Analog
Exceptions
Analog circuits provide limited accuracy
compared to binary ones, in which values are
unambiguously interpreted as 0 or 1. Analog
hardware uses the full range of values. Subtle
variations in analog hardware due to process
and temperature variation lead to undesirable
variations in the computation result.

We identify three main sources of inaccur-
acy in analog hardware: gain error, offset
error, and nonlinearity. Gain and offset errors
refer to inaccurate results in multiplication
and summation, which can be calibrated
away using additional DACs that adjust cir-
cuit parameters to shift signals and adjust
gains. These DACs are controlled by registers,
whose contents are set using binary search
during calibration by the digital host. The set-
tings vary across different copies of functional
units and accelerator chips, but remain con-
stant during accelerator operation.

Nonlinearity errors occur when changes
in inputs result in disproportionate changes
in outputs, and when analog values exceed
the range in which the circuit’s behavior is
mostly linear, resulting in clipping of the
output, akin to overflow of digital number
representations. At the same time, the host
observes if the dynamic range is not fully
used, which could result in low precision.
When either exception type occurs, the origi-
nal problem is rescaled to fit in the dynamic
range of the analog accelerator, and computa-
tion is reattempted.

The combination of widespread calibra-
tion and exception checking ensures that the
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Figure 2. Analog accelerator architecture diagram, showing rows of analog,

mixed-signal, and digital components, along with crossbar interconnect.7

“CT” refers to continuous time. Static RAMs (SRAMs) are used as lookup

tables for nonlinear functions (not used for the purposes of this article).
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Figure 3. Die photo of an analog accelerator

chip fabricated in 65-nm CMOS technology,

showing major components.7 “VGAs” are
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3.8 mm2.
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analog solution’s accuracy is within the sam-
pling resolution of ADCs.

Improve Sampling Precision by Focusing on
Analog Steady State
High-frequency and high-precision analog-
to-digital conversion is costly. So, instead of
trying to capture the time-dependent analog
waveform, we use the analog accelerator as a
linear algebra solver by solving a convergent
ODE. When the analog accelerator outputs
are steady, we can sample the solutions once
with higher-precision ADCs.

Even then, high-precision ADCs still fall
short of the precision in floating-point num-
bers. Even though the analog variables are
themselves highly precise, sampling the varia-
bles using ADCs can result in only 8 to 12
bits of precision. We get higher-precision
results by running the analog accelerator mul-
tiple times. We use the digital host computer
to find the residual error in the solution, and
we set up the analog accelerator to solve a new
problem, focusing on the residual. Each prob-
lem has smaller-magnitude variables than pre-
vious runs, which lets us scale up the variables
to fit the dynamic range of the analog hard-
ware. We can iterate between analog and digi-
tal hardware a few times to get a more precise
result than using the analog hardware alone.

Tackle Larger Problems by Accelerating Sparse
Linear Algebra Subproblems
Modern workloads routinely need thousands
of variables, corresponding to as many analog
integrators in the accelerator, exceeding the
area constraints of realistic analog accelerators.
Furthermore, the analog datapath is fixed
during continuous time operation, so there is
no way to dynamically load variables from
and store variables to main memory.

Analog accelerators can solve large-scale
sparse linear algebra problems by accelerating
the solving of smaller subproblems. This lets
analog accelerators solve problems containing
more variables than the number of integra-
tors in the analog accelerator.

In such a scheme, the analog accelerator
finds the correct solution for a subproblem.
To get overall convergence across the entire
problem, the set of subproblems would be
solved several times, using an outer loop iter-
ating across the subproblems. Typically, the
larger iteration is an iterative method operat-
ing on vectors, which do not have as strong
convergence properties as iterative methods
do on individual numbers. Therefore, it is still
desirable to ensure the block matrices cap-
tured in the analog accelerator are large, so
that more of the problem is solved using the
efficient lower-level solver.

Evaluation
We compare the analog accelerator and digi-
tal approaches in terms of performance, hard-
ware area, and energy consumption, while
varying the number of problem variables and
the choice of analog accelerator component
bandwidth, a measure of how quickly the
analog circuit responds to changes.

Analog Bandwidth Model
The prototype chip has a relatively low analog
bandwidth of 20 KHz, a design that ensures
that the prototype chip accurately solves for
time-dependent solutions in ODEs. How-
ever, the prototype’s small bandwidth makes
it unrepresentative of an analog accelerator
designed to solve time-independent algebraic
equations, in which accuracy degradation in
time-dependent behavior has no impact on
the final steady state output. We scale up the

Table 2. Summary of analog accelerator components.

Unit type Analog core

power

Total unit

power

Analog core

area

Total unit

area

Integrator 22 lW 28 lW 0.016 mm2 0.040 mm2

Fan-out 30 lW 37 lW 0.005 mm2 0.015 mm2

Multiplier 39 lW 49 lW 0.024 mm2 0.050 mm2

ADC 27 lW 54 lW 0.049 mm2 0.054 mm2

DAC 4.6 lW 4.6 lW 0.013 mm2 0.022 mm2

.............................................................
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model’s bandwidth, within reason, up to
1.3 MHz.

Increasing the bandwidth of the analog
circuit design proportionally decreases the

solution time, but also increases area and
energy consumption. As Figures 4 and 5
show, we assume an analog accelerator with
bandwidth multiplied by a factor of a has
higher power and area consumption in the
core analog circuits, by a factor of a.

The projected analog power figures are
significantly below the thermal design power
of clocked digital designs of equal area. Even
in the designs that fill a 600 mm2 die size, the
analog accelerator uses about 0.7 W in the
base prototype design and about 1.0 W in
the design with 320 KHz of bandwidth.

Sparse Linear Algebra Case Study
We use as our test case a sparse system of
linear equations derived from a multigrid
elliptic partial differential equation (PDE)
solver. In multigrid PDE solvers, the overall
PDE is converted to several linear algebra
problems with varying spatial resolution.
Lower-resolution subproblems are quickly
solved and fed to high-resolution subpro-
blems, aiding the high-resolution problem to
converge faster. The linear algebra subpro-
blems can be solved approximately. Overall
accuracy of the solution is guaranteed by iter-
ating the multigrid algorithm. Because perfect
convergence is not required, less stable, inac-
curate, and low-precision techniques, such as
analog acceleration, can support multigrid.

In our case, we compare the analog accel-
erator designs to a conjugate gradient algo-
rithm running on a CPU, solving to equal
(relatively low) solution precision, equivalent
to the precision obtained from one run of
the analog accelerator equipped with high-
resolution ADCs. On the digital side, the
numerical iteration stops short of the machine
precision provided by high-precision digital
floating-point numbers.

The conjugate gradient algorithm uses a
sustained 20 clock cycles per numerical itera-
tion per row element. The comparison
assumes identical transfer cost of data from
main memory to the accelerator versus the
CPU: the energy needed to transfer data to
and from memory is not modeled, due to the
relatively small problem sizes, allowing the
program data to be entirely cache resident.

As Figure 6 shows, we found that an opti-
mal analog accelerator design that balances
performance and the number of integrators
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should have components with an analog
bandwidth of approximately 320 KHz. With
our bandwidth model, high-bandwidth ana-
log computers come with high area cost,
quickly reaching the area of the largest CPU
or GPU dies. On performance and energy
metrics, we find that, with 400 integrators
operating at 320 KHz of analog bandwidth,
analog acceleration can potentially have a 10-
times faster solution time; using our analog
bandwidth model for power, this design
corresponds to 33 percent lower energy con-
sumption compared to a digital general-
purpose processor.

W e recognize that the performance in-
creases and energy savings are not as

drastic as one expects when using a domain-
specific accelerator built on a fundamentally
different computing model than digital, syn-
chronous computing. The reason for this
shortfall is twofold.

First, the high area cost of high-bandwidth
analog components limits the problem sizes
that can fit in the accelerator, and therefore
limits the analog performance advantage.

Second, the extreme importance of linear
algebra problems has also led to intense
research in optimal algorithms and hardware
support. Although discrete-time operation has
drawbacks, it permits algorithms to intelli-
gently select a step size, which has advantages
in solving systems of linear equations. Both
the analog and digital solvers perform iterative
numerical algorithms, but the digital program
runs the conjugate gradient method, the most
efficient and sophisticated of the classical
iterative algorithms. In the conjugate gradient
method, each step size is chosen, considering
the gradient magnitude of the present point,
along with the history of step sizes. With these
additional calculations, the conjugate gradient
method avoids taking redundant steps, accel-
erating toward the answer when the error is
large and slowing when close to convergence.

In contrast, the analog accelerator has
fewer iterative algorithms it can carry out. In
using the analog accelerator for linear alge-
bra, the design’s bandwidth limits the con-
vergence rate, so the convergence rate within
a time interval cannot be arbitrarily large.
Therefore, the numerical iteration in the
analog accelerator is akin to fixed-step size

relaxation or steepest descent. Although we
can consider the analog accelerator as doing
continuous-time steepest descent, taking many
infinitesimal steps in continuous time, doing
many iterations of a poor algorithm is in this
case no match for a better algorithm.

Efficient discrete-time algorithms such as
conjugate gradient and multigrid have been
known to researchers since the 1950s. Analog
computers remained in use in the 1960s to
solve steepest descent due to their better
immediate performance relative to early digi-
tal computers.

Changing the basic abstractions in com-
puter architecture could change what types
of problems are solvable. Interesting physi-
cal phenomena are usually continuous-time,
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analog, nonlinear, and often stochastic, so the
computer architectures and mathematical
abstractions for simulating these processes
should also be continuous-time and analog.
Although analog acceleration has limited ben-
efits for solving linear algebra, analog accelera-
tion holds promise in problem classes such as
nonlinear systems, in which digital algorithms
and hardware architectures have been less suc-
cessful. In this regard, this article could be the
first in a line of work redefining what prob-
lems are tractable and should be pursued for
analog computing. MICR O
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